
 

 

     FLIPPER (1996) is a June, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier,  

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

Bahamas   1996   color   95 minutes   live action feature drama    

Universal Studios   Producers: James McNamara, Perry Katz, Conrad Hool, 

Darlene Spezzi, Doug Merrifield 

 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                          *** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performance 

Points 

1         Direction: Alan Shapiro 

0         Editing: Peck Prior, Paul Petschek 

2         Cinematography: Bill Butler   Underwater Director of Photography: 

           Pete Romano*     Wildlife Photography: Bob Talbot, Pete Romano 

1         Lighting: Pierre Roseman 

0         Screenplay: Alan Shapiro, based on the motion picture screenplay by 

           Arthur Weiss 

2         Music: Joel McNeely 

2         Production Designer: Thomas Walsh    

           Art Direction: Kim Hix, Denise Hudson 

           Set Decorator: David Schlesinger 

           Set Dressers: Jason Perlander, Jamie Maheu, Carl Nottage, Tim Keating 



2         Sound: Harry Snodgrass (Sound Designer), Richard Le Grand, Jr. 

           (Supervising Sound Editor), Charlie Ajar, Jr. (Sound Recordist), 

           Steve Aaron (Sound Mixer) 

1         Acting 

0         Creativity 

11 total points 

 

Chief Cast: Paul Hogan (Uncle Porter), Elijah Wood (j) (Sandy Ricks),  

Chelsea Field (Cathy, marine biologist), Isaac Hayes (Buck), Jonathan Banks  

(Dick Moran, villain), Jason Fuchs (j) (Marvin, boy inventor), Jessica Wesson (j) 

(Kim, Sandy’s girlfriend), Robert Deacon (Bounty Hunter Fisherman #1), 

Ann Carey (Fisherman’s Wife), Mark Casella (Bounty Hunter Fisherman #2),  

Luke Halpin (Bounty Hunter Fisherman #3), Bill Kelley (Tommy), Lindsay Treco (j) 

(Little Girl), Hal Jones (Russ), Mary Jo Faraci (Sandy’s mom), Allison Bertolino (j) 

(Sandy’s Little Sister) 

 

     Universal Studios decided in the mid-1990s that a new generation was in dire 

need of a reincarnation of family film favorite Flipper. To make sure everyone 

who might have seen an earlier Flipper film would be thoroughly confused, Paul 

Hogan was cast as Sandy Ricks’ Uncle Porter. This meant either that Sandy’s dad 

and brother both used the same surname --- highly unlikely --- or that Sandy’s 

dad was actually his uncle --- extremely implausible. Sandy is still a redhead, but 

now his original embodiment has been demoted to Fisherman Number Three. 

Replacing him is Elijah Wood, here given a sulky urban displacement 

characterization by the screenplay. Instead of being a fisherman’s nature-loving 

son (the original FLIPPER movie), or a veteran sea cadet type of boy  

(FLIPPER’S NEW ADVENTURE) / expert survivalist, Sandy is now attuned to  

rock-and-roll, being completely absorbed by the contemporary music scene. 

This is indubitably a ploy to ingratiate his character to the teen audience.  

There’s still a trusty motorboat at the dock. However, it’s used for water skiing 

exhibitions as well as work. Sandy’s mother has been rediscovered, though now 

divorcing from her husband for unexplained reasons. A heretofore unsuspected 



younger sister makes an appearance. Truly, the Ricks’ family is more mutable  

than Emperor Nero’s. 

     Arriving at his uncle’s with mandatory attitude and predisposition to shirk 

work, Sandy is about as welcome as an unannounced hurricane. Reluctant to 

surrender a commitment-free lifestyle, Porter attempts instead to hammer his 

nephew into forced tolerance of it. Cheap is premium. Sandy begs to differ. He 

is spoiled, accustomed to spending money rather than earning it. Why should 

he? Mom’s paying for his summer residency on the beach. So long as he can 

steal away to a live concert by his favorite band, Sandy will put up with  

eccentricities and tactlessness of his temporary guardian. 

     Flipper eventually shows up to keep him company. Sandy fails to recognize 

him, having undergone substantial physical reconstitution since  

FLIPPER’S NEW ADVENTURE. That doesn’t phase dolphin companion. It’s read 

the script and knows Elijah is just pretending to be Sandy.  Unfortunately, 

viewers will quickly reach the same conclusion. That bratty Harvey Cheyne 

knockoff Flipper befriends is certainly not Sandy Ricks. Or is it?  

     The human hero of these aquatic dramas has physically matured but socially 

regressed over the course of three films. Starting out as amiably helpful 

preadolescent living with dedicated parents, he mutated into a selfish, utterly 

irresponsible exile with an absent father. Now the youth is a cynically pampered 

layabout with parental issue problems. These require nothing more complicated 

than bonding with a friendly animal to resolve, though.  

     While Uncle Porter has a live and let live policy towards dolphins, fellow 

islander Dirk Moran perceives them as interloping bandits stealing fish from 

tourist anglers. He has no compunction about terminating such nuisances and 

cannot even begin to comprehend why Porter holds a different view. The two 

men are on a collision course.  

     In the meantime, Sandy discovers a girl his own age near the ferryboat pier. 

She, too, has an interest in dolphins. Kim is equally attracted to cool-looking 

boys. Or is this just an older version of the girl whose cousin speared Flipper in 

the original film? If so, shouldn’t the dolphin be wary of her attentions?   

     Friendship, though not of the romantic type, develops between the two 

humans. Each finds excellent entertainment value in the antics of a flying fish 



imitator. Since Sandy’s incurred an obligation to repay his uncle for damages at 

home resulting from foolish behavior, the idea of using Flipper to generate 

revenue anchors itself in his brain. The dolphin could put on a show for 

neighborhood kids, always available and eager to shell out dough for that kind 

of spectacle. It would be a surefire method for Sandy to collect extra spending 

money.  

     When Porter finds his shorefront deployed as an ad hoc Marineland, he is 

neither amused nor forebearing. The gathered kiddie corps is quickly dispersed, 

Sandy’s capitalist ambitions squashed. Resentment of Porter’s perceived 

despotism grips the boy again. 

     His uncle does have one obvious weakness. He can neither hide nor suppress 

a  fondness for the company of marine biologist Cathy. The latter once held a 

government  job which incidentally acquainted her with sonar tracking of 

dolphins by echolocation signals. This will prove critical to foiling the disposal 

scheme of Dirk Moran. 

     Flipper gets grudgingly transported to open water as a result of mandate 

from law enforcement. Later that evening, the two teens head out to sea to find 

him. While searching for their former playmate, they observe a barrel of 

something being dumped into the water from Moran’s vessel. It’s not just snack 

litter. Their expedition proves otherwise fruitless, however. Flipper is not 

spotted. 

      The next day, though, it’s found along the shore by an appalled Kim. The 

dolphin is one very sick mammal. 

     Resorting to marine biologist Cathy for assistance in treating it, Sandy and 

Kim are ultimately informed the victim has been poisoned. It does not require 

Sherlock Holmes to deduce a connection with the furtive night disposal they had 

witnessed. Teen sleuths find ready allies who share their concerns. When local 

law enforcement indicates greater desire to enforce wildlife liberation 

regulations than toxic chemical bans, four Flipper-friendly residents of Coral Key 

band together to investigate matters more thoroughly. Armed with expensive 

sonar technology, they follow the lead of Flipper to dumping grounds where 

lawbreakers have created a lethal badwater. Boy inventor Martin comes in 

handy at this point, providing useful hardware of his own creation. 



     Eventually, echolocation and sonar tracking establishes the position of 

dumped barrels. Due to jamming of radio communications, the Reliance 

investigators are unable to report findings to the Coast Guard. Skipper Porter 

turns the craft towards shore. Flipper remains behind with his family. Loath to 

leave him there, troublemaking Sandy stows away on an attached motorboat, 

which he then cuts adrift. Other passengers aboard the Reliance fail to notice 

his defection from their ranks.  

     Trying to protect a watery cemetery from meddlers, Dirk Moran navigates 

directly towards it. Mr. Baddie intentionally capsizes Sandy’s boat, forcing him 

to dive overboard for survival. This action draws the attention of Scar, a 

hammerhead shark cruising in the neighborhood.  It, too, zeroes in on Sandy 

with malicious intentions. 

     To find out what happens next, watch the climax of the film. Clue: Flipper is 

swimming not too far away. 

     Though constructed in a slightly more rational manner than FLIPPER’S NEW 

ADVENTURE, the screenplay still too frequently stretches credibility beyond the 

breaking point. A last-minute personality twist of Dirk Moran is completely 

incomprehensible given the action he undertakes just previously. Likewise, a 

completely inconsequential family reunion scene only adds bit players without 

providing a shred of motivation, character revelation, or even plot resolution. 

Reversion to a hurricane setting recalling FLIPPER I only serves as a handy plot 

device. Pitting colorless Jessica Wesson as Kim against scenery-gobblers 

Paul Hogan and Jonathan Banks hardly indicates casting acumen or directing 

mastery.  

     On the other side of the ledger, sound recording throughout seems 

impeccable.  Joel McNeely’s music compensates for editing which oscillates 

back and forth between torpor and hyperkinetics. It’s suggestive without being 

overbearing.  

     Bill Butler’s cinematography captures brilliant tropical colorations of location 

islands. There is optimal variation of shot angles. 

     Less satisfying is emoting of the principals. They are unable to inject natural 

ease or dramatic potency into performances. Periodic injections of cuteness 

owing to antics of the restored Pelican --- see Pete the Pelican in the first 



FLIPPER movie --- and a carnival display of Flipper’s intelligence transfer  

concentration of viewers away from human actors. In fact, the best performer 

in the entire film comes from “Flipper” itself. Isaac Hayes looks uncomfortable 

as a secondary heavy enforcing well-intentioned, counterproductive wildlife 

protection legislation. Jason Fuchs as Marvin is waterlogged to begin with, 

possessing neither an interesting personality nor personal charm. Elijah Woods’ 

turn in a Holden Caulfield revival role reduces his range of acting options, 

wasting formidable talent. Only Chelsea Field as sympathetic scientist and 

casual love interest radiates vitality. Unfortunately, she doesn’t have enough 

screen time to carry the picture solo.  

     Lighting varies in quality. Night scenes inadequately contrast with daylight 

ones. Color contrast is also sporadically a problem. Intermittent blendings 

diminish clarity, obscuring set and background details. 

     Due to some profanity and dashes of toilet humor, this version of FLIPPER 

cannot be recommended in comparison with the original. Teens will gravitate 

more to the PG-rated revamp, finding it faster-paced and possessing sharper 

images in underwater scenes. The only special features on this dvd are scene 

selections and a two-minute theatrical trailer.   

     Watchable on a slow evening, but by no means essential viewing.      


